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very country in the world has made the
cultivation of human talent a priority in the
21st century. Advanced countries have
embarked upon a path of education reform,
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economic deve-lopment, but have also cultivated talent
in many youths, who have since earned several titles
in international academic competitions. To realize even
greater achievements, we look forward to a deeper
collaboration between local and central governments as
well as efforts from both the private and public sectors.
In light of the challenges arising in this changing
era, education policies must rely on the
Ministry’s experience in order to recognize the
core values and education mission for the 21st
century. Furthermore, drawing up more concrete
education policies will allow Taiwan to enter
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pportunity favors the prepared mind, as a
proverb says. It is also true in education
and policies concerned in Taiwan. Since
the year of 2009, the MOE had launched

a series of policies concerning Taiwan's educational
environment and future prospects with visions including
holistic education, life education, lifelong education,
mastery learning, and healthy campus.
Two longterm goals are emphasized by the MOE in
its efforts to lead Taiwan's educational development.
The first is to offer a quality educational environment
to help our children grow up intelligently and
happily. The second is to cultivate good civilians
and boost the competitiveness of our country.
On the basis of this vision and the prospects involved,
we will boost Taiwan’s competitiveness through an
innovative education system and learning adapted
for personal needs, by nurturing talent balanced with
development that is humane and technical, egoistic and
altruistic, local and global. In the future we will create
a mechanism for people to share their values and their

opinions about education. Through this mechanism,
we will be able to gather the strengths of all the people
together to contribute to sustainability in Taiwan.

NTU’s MBA programme is more about practical management and less about research in
that area, according to Off. In the first year, students work on a number of case studies
from Harvard Business School and consider real life examples. “I think that makes
sense for us, as we get trained for management positions in the corporate world.”
In his free time, Off likes to travel around the island, to places where tourists usually do not visit. In
Taipei he often goes to some nearby hills for a walk, or travels to Yilan on the weekends to go surfing.
He has some advice to give to international students considering undertaking degrees
in Taiwan. The first piece of advice would be to focus on learning Chinese.
“A foreign student’s life in Taiwan is quite convenient and sometimes it is easy to get a little
lazy about Chinese,” Off says, “but after all, learning Chinese is probably one of the main
reasons to study in Taiwan, so it should not be neglected, even if it takes a lot of effort.”
He suggests that those interested in studying in Taiwan could try writing an
e-mail or finding somebody already studying the subject they are interested in, as
talking to insiders can help ensure they will not be disappointed later on.
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